To the FLL organizers who made this season as enjoyable as it was:
Thank you for all of the time you have poured into this event just to make it enjoyable for all of us
competing. This goes to the judges, refs, and people who organized every single event. Thank you
for making this event a highlight of all of our lives this year. The event would have never gone this
smoothly without your help. This season has taught me and many others many important lessons,
such as time management and mission strategizing. Without your hard work, we would have never
learned important life lessons we might need later on. I truly appreciate the hours and days of
planning and work to make this season a success.

-Leon, Team 38653, Imagination in a Nutshell 2

Thank you for everything that you have done to make sure that FLL would be possible this year, with
all the different circumstances that we have all faced. Everyone who put their life and time into this
season, thank you. All of us teams really appreciate all the hard work that was put into FLL, and for
making it run smoothly. I have learned so much from this special season, examples being time
management and productivity. This is because it was much more challenging to work online, but it
forced us to work more productively, and to be more aware of the time we spent on certain things,
which is an important lesson to know and understand in life. Without the work that made FLL
possible, I wouldn’t have been able to learn this important aspect of life. I really appreciate all the time
and effort that all the volunteers, coordinators, judges, refs, and anyone else who poured their soul
into this FLL season.
-David, Team 38653, Imagination in a Nutshell 2

Hello FLL organizers and volunteers.
Thanks for hosting the virtual FLL this year. This year was a challenge for everyone especially for everyone
that helped coordinate everything to make it work. You guys did a really great job working with what we have
and COVID. We all really appreciate your work and would thank you for an amazing season! We all learned
a lot about FLL and ourselves and how to coordinate with others. The judges gave us a lot of feedback on
how we could improve and we tried our best to implement And they truly did help. Throughout FLL we
enjoyed the new format and we learned a lot about everything from robotics to the 6 core values.
-Bryan, Team 38653 Imagination in a Nutshell 2

Hello, First Lego league organizers and volunteers.
The past 3 years of my FLL experience have been wonderful and this time has greatly impacted me as a
person! Thank you for hosting the virtual FLL competitions this year. Even with COVID, you were still able to
make it work! FLL has taught me leadership skills and how to communicate with others. All the input from
judges and mentors has helped me in many ways. Thank you so much for all the hard work you put in to
make this year possible!
-Elaine, Team 38653 Imagination in a Nutshell 2

Hello Judges, Volunteers, and FLL organizers.
Thank you for making this year's FLL such a memorable experience for us. You did an outstanding job
hosting the 2021 FLL season. Despite the challenges of COVID, you were still able to provide us with a
wonderful season. We faced many challenges this season, but in the end, we were able to work together as
a team and create the best project that we could possibly create. I was also able to improve my
programming/robotics skills, with the help of my fellow team members and junior mentors. Jocelyn, one of
the junior mentors taught me how to use line following program and Andrew (another junior mentor) taught
me how the gears work together. This FLL season is one that I’ll never forget. Thank you for making this
years season possible.
-Judy, Team 38653, Imagination in a Nutshell ll

